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«Swiss Quality Coffee Equipment» by Thermoplan is developed and manufactured meticulously according to 
fundamental principles and a clear product strategy. Each new Thermoplan coffee machine embodies the 
characteristics that are firmly embedded in the corporate culture. 

Swiss-made 

Thermoplan AG is a Swiss family company through and through, with the highest expectations regarding its 
products, services and staff. Precision, engineering skill and quality are Thermoplan’s promise and its corporate 
philosophy. In the company’s innovation center, highly qualified engineers with comprehensive technical know-
how develop groundbreaking customer solutions. Nearly 80% of all machine components are procured from 
Swiss suppliers and assembled exclusively at the headquarters in Weggis (Switzerland) to create high-quality 
coffee machines. To ensure that we deliver genuine Swiss quality in our products, all processes from development 
to production on through to the final test are subject to strict controls. 

Modularity 

The coffee machines of today come with the technology of tomorrow. All new Thermoplan coffee machines are 
equipped with our efficient module system. The modular design simplifies all processes in the busy gastronomy 
business. Continuous development of the module system ensures sophisticated technologies with market-
relevant solutions. 

Milk foam technology

Thermoplan is a pioneer in achieving a unique milk foam consistency and has established decades of expertise. 
The state-of-the-art milk foam technology enables optimal milk heating, foaming and preparation at the touch 
of a button. With this superior milk system, different consistencies that meet barista-quality standards are 
possible any time. The result: milk and milk-based coffee beverages are perfected and have the best possible 
taste. 

Swiss Quality Coffee Equipment1 

modular

superior milk system 
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Coffee excellence

The superior coffee system stands out for its technically sophisticated components that are explicitly designed to 
work together in perfect harmony. Together with precision and coffee know-how, the resulting machine functions 
on Thermoplan fully-automatic machines make it possible to serve coffee beverages at the highest barista 
quality. 

Sustainability 

Thermoplan coffee machines are manufactured to strict requirements and take into account ecological, economic 
and social aspects. Thoughtful and responsible handling of resources is standard and strengthens the success of 
the sustainable corporate culture.

Service network 

Thermoplan is represented in 75 countries by professional business partners and maintains a global network of 
over 200 certified service partners. A tailored training program ensures that service technicians receive optimal 
training and possess the latest knowledge of Thermoplan coffee machines.

Telemetry 

With ThermoplanConnect, Thermoplan offers an internally developed telemetry system. All Black&White coffee 
machines are telemetry-ready and open up new opportunities and innovative business models.

resource

telemetry

service

superior  
coffee system 
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The Black&White4 is a technological masterpiece with 
a multitude of innovative functions, features and 
possibilities. Despite its extremely high output, this 
fully-automatic coffee machine does not take up a lot 
of room. In its basic CTM (coffee-tea-milk) 
configuration, its dimensions of 320x600x646 mm 
(w/d/h) mean that it can be placed practically 
anywhere. The module system developed by 
Thermoplan has been further developed and optimized 
for the Black&White4. This means that on-site service 
and maintenance work is reduced to an absolute 
minimum and that the traceability of each of the 
individual modules is guaranteed. 

With the superior milk system, Thermoplan has set 
new benchmarks. Despite the sophisticated 
technology, making individual milk and milk-based 
coffee beverages has never been easier. 

With the superior coffee system, the Black&White4 
dispenses excellent, barista-quality coffee. The coffee 
machine boasts a multitude of technical innovations 
and new features that work together perfectly to 
guarantee maximum enjoyment. 

The optimum configuration is guaranteed with the 
powder and/or flavor unit every time you use the 
machine. Different fridge options and a cup heater 
complete the range. 

The ThermoplanConnect telemetry system is a 
profitable option for Thermoplan coffee machines. 
Detailed performance overviews of an individual 
machine or an entire fleet can be seen in real time at 
the click of a mouse wherever you are. 

The new generation of machines
At a glance2 
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Positioning & segment3 

The Black&White4 is suitable for medium- to high-
output product dispensing and is extremely versatile. 
A dispensing capacity of between 120 and 500 cups 

a  day makes these fully automatic coffee machines 
the right choice in the most diverse segments. 

Black&White4

Medium-high daily usage

120–500 cups per day

Segments

Bakeries

Catering & offices

Hotels & restaurants

Gas stations & kiosks

Fast food chains

Hourly output

Espresso 240 cups x 25 ml

Coffee 200 cups x 120 ml

Cappuccino 140 cups x 150 ml

Tea 120 cups x 300 ml

The hourly output depends on the cup size, machine settings and configuration.
*Coffee machine soft launch stand October 2018

Service interval

Black&White4 hourly output*

Both the service counter and the water filter counter operate based on servings made and time spent. The first 
warning for preventive maintenance appears after either 48,000 servings or 335 days. An event message appears 
after 50,000 servings or 365 days. Thermoplan coffee machines are tested with UHT milk. The service interval may 
differ with other varieties.

Black&White4 compact

Low-medium daily usage

50–150 cups per day

Segments

Bakeries

Catering & offices

Gas stations & kiosks

Hotels & restaurants
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• Machine design 320×600×646 mm (w/d/h) in the basic CTM (coffee-tea-milk) configuration
• Classy, sleek, simple machine design with no sharp edges
• Special attributes: «Swiss-made» and «handcrafted»
• Standard version: Alunox outer material
• Special colors for the side and back wall according to the RAL code and by request

Machine design
Product characteristics4 

Outlet

The sleekly designed outlet is 
available in two versions. The 
automatic outlet has an outlet 
height of 96 to 192 mm, and the 
manual outlet can be adjusted 
from 85 to 172 mm.

Touch display

The 10” touch display with 
capacitive touch technology forms 
part of the service unit into which 
the bean hoppers are also 
integrated. The high-quality 
injection molding, with its glossy 
finish, is robust and easy to clean. 

The touchscreen display is made of 
3  mm thick, reinforced, high-
quality glass and is scuff- and 
scratch-resistant. State-of-the-art 
capacitive touch technology, 
similar to that used in smartphones, 
adds a more modern touch.

Bean hopper

The bean hoppers can be fitted 
with a locking system at the 
customer’s request (particular 
relevant in self-service areas, 
available starting in autumn 
2019), and each can hold ~1.7 kg. 
The compartments are made of 
high-quality, durable plastic and 
are dishwasher-safe, so cleaning 
has never been easier. 

The locking device ensures safe 
and easy removal of the bean 
hoppers.

BW4 machine branding

BW4 touch display
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Machine design
Product characteristics4 

Feet

The Black&White4 feet are 57 mm 
high in the standard design. Taller 
feet are optional, available in 
a 77 mm design. Also available is a 
four-sided skirting option (starting 
in autumn 2019) that hides the 
feet and makes the machine more 
attractive. The skirting is only 
available for the 57 mm standard 
feet.

Ventilation system

The newly developed ventilation system in the coffee machine is divided 
into two chambers. The chamber containing the electrical connections in 
the back of the machine is fitted with a fan. The brewing area at the front 
of the machine is also actively ventilated by a fan. This prevents the build-
up of condensation. Both ventilation systems lead to vents at the back of 
the unit.

The bean hoppers have vents on the rear beneath the hopper cover and 
around the hopper floor. They prevent warm air generated during 
operation from accumulating under the bean hopper. This means that the 
coffee beans stay fresh longer and are not unnecessarily exposed to heat. 
In the case of a single-grinder machine, a high-quality cover takes the 
place of the second bean hopper.
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The Black&White4 is available in several configurations 
and addresses many possible usages in its category. 
The coffee machine and the RL (refrigerator large) 
refrigerator with a 9-liter volume sit on the same 
chassis. A standalone RL refrigerator cannot be 

purchased. The standard milk container is made of 
durable plastic and is dishwasher-safe. The RL 
refrigerator, bean hoppers and grounds tray are 
available in optional lockable versions. 

Available models by country4 Product characteristics

Country Availability* Country Availability*

Argentina  Latvia •

Australia • Lebanon •

Austria • Lithuania •

Bahrain  Luxembourg •

Belgium • Malaysia •

Brazil  Malta •

Bulgaria  Mexico 

Cambodia  Netherlands •

Canada • New Zealand •

Chile • Norway •

China  Peru •

Colombia • Philippines •

Costa Rica • Poland •

Cyprus • Qatar •

Czechia • Romania 

Denmark • Russia •

Egypt • Saudi Arabia 

El Savador • Singapore •

Estonia • Slovakia 

Finland • South Africa 

France • South Korea 

Germany • Spain •

Greece • Sweden •

Hong Kong • Switzerland •

Hungary • Taiwan •

Iceland • Thailand •

India • Turkey •

Indonesia • UAE •

Iran • UK • 

Israel • Ukraine 

Italy • Uruguay •

Japan  USA •

Jordan  Vietnam •

Kuwait 

	available 

	Certification in progress
	unavailable 

* Availability are valied for all 
machine configurations listed  
on pages 14 and 15.



BW4 CTM
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Machine accessories
Product characteristics4 

The cup heater (CH) can be used to pre-heat and store 
between 100-150 coffee and espresso cups, depending 
on cup size. The cup heater’s matching design 

provides a perfect complement to the Black&White4 
both visually and functionally.

	

 available  limited availability  unavailable

Parameters

Electrical connection 220–240 VAC | 0.5 A | 50/60 Hz

Output 90–110 W

Dimensions 246×490×483 mm (W/D/H)

Weight 19 kg

Please consult the technical manual for details on installation.

All parts supplied are required for the correct start-up 
of the coffee machine.

 Coffee machine
	Operating instructions 
	Milk system cleaning tablets (1 tub)
	Coffee system cleaning tablets (1 tub)
	Water hose and drainage hose

Scope of delivery

Cup heater

Accessories

Model Configu-
ration

Description Europe North 
America

South 
America

Middle 
East

Asia/
Pacific

BW4 CH Cup heater     	
exc. KOR, 

JPN
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Options
Configurations5 

With the powder unit «P», the CTM P and CTM P RL 
versions of the Black&White4 are just 92 mm wider. 
The powder container has a capacity of 2 kg and is 
suitable for vending-certified chocolate powder 
(Thermoplan has not tested further options). With the 
touch of a button, the chocolate drink is prepared and 
finished with the finest milk foam. It is not possible to 
deliver a double product. The powder unit must be 

cleaned every 7 days. Weekly cleaning is programmed 
in the software to guarantee maximum product 
quality. If necessary, cleaning can be carried out 
several times a week. The cleaning process is intuitive 
and runs automatically after being started manually. 
The necessary manual cleaning steps will be shown 
on the display.

Up to 4 different syrup flavors can be placed into the 
flavor unit. The drawer (170  mm wide) contains 
numbering (1-4) to simplify the positioning of the 
syrup bottles. Depending on the bottle opening, the 
syrup bottle can be up to 300  mm high with a 
maximum diameter of 85 mm. In addition to the 
depth of the machine (600 mm), the tray measures an 
extra 322 mm when open. The viscosity of the syrup 
needs to match the strength of the pump in order to 
achieve a perfect result (Thermoplan tests using 
standard syrups). Individual syrups must be tested 
while adjusting the machine. 

The flavor unit must be cleaned every 7 days. Weekly 
cleaning is programmed in the software to guarantee 
maximum product quality. The cleaning process is 
intuitive and runs automatically after being started 
manually. The necessary manual cleaning steps will 
be shown on the display. 

Powder unit «P» - Chocolate lover deluxe

Flavor unit «F» - With that certain something

BW4 CTM P RL BW4 CTM F RL
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The Black&White4 CTM PF / CTM PF RS is a true all-in-
one and delivers beverages in all possible combinations 
with coffee, milk, chocolate powder and flavor. In this 
configuration, the coffee machine is 580  mm or 
860 mm wide. 

The powder and/or flavor unit must be cleaned every 
7 days. If the coffee and/or milk foam system needs to 

be cleaned at the same time, the machine recognizes 
the different requirements and performs a complete 
clean. Weekly cleaning of the powder and/or flavor 
unit is programmed in the software to guarantee 
maximum product quality. The cleaning process is 
intuitive and runs automatically after being started 
manually. The necessary manual cleaning steps will be 
shown on the display. 

Powder and flavor unit «PF» - Perfect form and function

TwinTower 

To considerably increase the performance of a Black&White4 coffee machine, the available machine configurations 
can be used individually or jointly according to customer requirements and scope of application. Using 
a connection kit (available from the TP online store), the service technician can quickly and easily connect two 
Black&White4 coffee machines. To enable a TwinTower set-up, the CTM (coffee-tea-milk) configuration must be 
placed on the left. The right-hand machine can be used individually, but must be a refrigerator model (RL or RS). 

Combination options

Left machine Right machine
BW4 CTM  BW4 CTM RL (RS)
  BW4 CTM P RL (RS)
   BW4 CTM F RL (RS)
  BW4 CTM PF RL (RS)



CTM CTM RL CTM F CTM F RL
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Models in detail
Configurations5 

 Standard 

o Option 

x  unavailable

Models in detail

Electrical connection
380–415 volt | 50–60 Hz | 16 amp| 3 phase
220–240 volt | 50–60 Hz | 32 amp| 1 phase 
220–240 volt | 50–60 Hz | 16 amp| 1 phase*
*Reduction in performance for milk-based beverages ~45%


o 
o


o 
o


o
o


o 
o


o
o

 
Output 
5800-7100W

		


		


		


		


		


Dimensions (W/D/H) 
Coffee machine with refrigerator 

320x600x646 mm 
600x600x646 mm

488x600x646 mm 
768x600x646 mm

412x600x646 mm 
692x600x646 mm

580x600x646 mm 
860x600x646 mm

920x600x646 mm

Manually adjustable coffee output 85 – 172 mm
Automatic coffee output 96 – 192 mm


o

	
o

	
o

	
o

	
o

Weight 60/80 kg 70/90 kg 70/90 kg 80/105 kg 140 kg

Volume 70 dB     

1 grinder     

2 grinders o o o o o

Outer material Alunox     

Special colors (acc. to RAL code) o o o o o

Feet 57 mm     

Feet 77 mm o o o o o

Foot skirting 57 mm (starting in autumn 2019) o o o o o

Foot skirting 77 mm x x x x x

Bean hopper ~1.7 kg     

Powder  unit 2 kg x x   o

Syrup flavors 1–4 x	  x  o

Lockable container (beans, powder, refrigerator, 
grounds tray) (starting in autumn 2019)

o o o o o

Grounds chute (starting in autumn 2019) o o o o o

Fixed water supply     

Tank operation x x x x x

Cold milk / cold milk foam     

Payment system connection o o o o o

2 types of milk o o o o o

ThermoplanConnect telemetry system 
(Remote update)

o o o o o

ISQ (Intelligent Shot Quality)     

LatteArtist x x x x x

Language software (see Page 23)



CTM P CTM P RL CTM PF CTM PF RL
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Models in detail

Electrical connection
380–415 volt | 50–60 Hz | 16 amp| 3 phase
220–240 volt | 50–60 Hz | 32 amp| 1 phase 
220–240 volt | 50–60 Hz | 16 amp| 1 phase*
*Reduction in performance for milk-based beverages ~45%


o 
o


o 
o


o
o


o 
o


o
o

 
Output 
5800-7100W

		


		


		


		


		


Dimensions (W/D/H) 
Coffee machine with refrigerator 

320x600x646 mm 
600x600x646 mm

488x600x646 mm 
768x600x646 mm

412x600x646 mm 
692x600x646 mm

580x600x646 mm 
860x600x646 mm

920x600x646 mm

Manually adjustable coffee output 85 – 172 mm
Automatic coffee output 96 – 192 mm


o

	
o

	
o

	
o

	
o

Weight 60/80 kg 70/90 kg 70/90 kg 80/105 kg 140 kg

Volume 70 dB     

1 grinder     

2 grinders o o o o o

Outer material Alunox     

Special colors (acc. to RAL code) o o o o o

Feet 57 mm     

Feet 77 mm o o o o o

Foot skirting 57 mm (starting in autumn 2019) o o o o o

Foot skirting 77 mm x x x x x

Bean hopper ~1.7 kg     

Powder  unit 2 kg x x   o

Syrup flavors 1–4 x	  x  o

Lockable container (beans, powder, refrigerator, 
grounds tray) (starting in autumn 2019)

o o o o o

Grounds chute (starting in autumn 2019) o o o o o

Fixed water supply     

Tank operation x x x x x

Cold milk / cold milk foam     

Payment system connection o o o o o

2 types of milk o o o o o

ThermoplanConnect telemetry system 
(Remote update)

o o o o o

ISQ (Intelligent Shot Quality)     

LatteArtist x x x x x

Language software (see Page 23)

TwinTower CTM + CTM RL 
(see Page 13)



BW4 CTM F/CTM F RL

BW4 CTM PF/CTM PF RL

BW4 CTM P/CTM P RL

BW4 CTM/CTM RL

BW4-CTM (CE) TM BW4 Datenblätter
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2 BW4-CTM (CE)
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[mm]
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160 160

70
320

600

< 1 m

1 Lochdurchmesser 70 mm für Wasser-/Milcheingang und Wasserablauf. Auch für Netzkabel möglich.

Abfluss

• Abstand Maschine zu Abfluss < 1 m.

• Abwasserleitung (Schlauch) darf nicht
durchhängen.

• Kein Gegendruck in der Wasserleitung.

• Leitungsende darf nicht im Wasser liegen.

Milchansaugschlauch Kühlschrank

• Max. Länge Milchansaugschlauch Kühlschrank =
1200 mm. Kühlschrank nahe genug an der
Kaffeemaschine platzieren.

• Durchmesser des Milchansaugschlauchs:
8.5/4 mm

Maschinenparameter Wasseranschlusswerte

Anschluss /
Leistung

1-phasig:
220-240 VAC / 50-60 Hz
5800-7100 W / 32 A

3-phasig:
380-415 VAC / 50-60 Hz
5800-7100 W / 3 x 16 A

Wasseranschluss 3/8“

Dynamischer
Wasserdruck

2-4 bar

Wasserboilerdruck 11.7 bar

Dampfboilerdruck 2.6 bar

Dimensionen (B/T/H) 320 x 600 x 646 mm Chlor Kein

Höhe Auslauf 85-172 mm (manuell)
96-192 mm (autom.)

TDS 70-200 ppm

Gewicht 60 kg Gesamthärte 5-8 °dH

pH 6.8-7.4

Alkalinität <100 ppm

Eisen <0.25 ppm
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Technical data
Configurations5 

Depth (side view) Height/width (front view) Height/width (front view)



BW4-CTM (CE) TM BW4 Datenblätter
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2 BW4-CTM (CE)
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320

600

< 1 m

1 Lochdurchmesser 70 mm für Wasser-/Milcheingang und Wasserablauf. Auch für Netzkabel möglich.

Abfluss

• Abstand Maschine zu Abfluss < 1 m.

• Abwasserleitung (Schlauch) darf nicht
durchhängen.

• Kein Gegendruck in der Wasserleitung.

• Leitungsende darf nicht im Wasser liegen.

Milchansaugschlauch Kühlschrank

• Max. Länge Milchansaugschlauch Kühlschrank =
1200 mm. Kühlschrank nahe genug an der
Kaffeemaschine platzieren.

• Durchmesser des Milchansaugschlauchs:
8.5/4 mm

Maschinenparameter Wasseranschlusswerte

Anschluss /
Leistung

1-phasig:
220-240 VAC / 50-60 Hz
5800-7100 W / 32 A

3-phasig:
380-415 VAC / 50-60 Hz
5800-7100 W / 3 x 16 A

Wasseranschluss 3/8“

Dynamischer
Wasserdruck

2-4 bar

Wasserboilerdruck 11.7 bar

Dampfboilerdruck 2.6 bar

Dimensionen (B/T/H) 320 x 600 x 646 mm Chlor Kein

Höhe Auslauf 85-172 mm (manuell)
96-192 mm (autom.)

TDS 70-200 ppm

Gewicht 60 kg Gesamthärte 5-8 °dH

pH 6.8-7.4

Alkalinität <100 ppm

Eisen <0.25 ppm

TM BW4 Datenblätter BW4-CTM-RL (CE)

© Thermoplan AG 5 / 12

3 BW4-CTM-RL (CE)

<1 m60
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0
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1
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[mm]

600

64
6

50

35
0

1 Lochdurchmesser 70 mm für Wasser-/Milcheingang und Wasserablauf. Auch für Netzkabel möglich.

Abfluss

• Abstand Maschine zu Abfluss < 1 m.

• Abwasserleitung (Schlauch) darf nicht
durchhängen.

• Kein Gegendruck in der Wasserleitung.

• Leitungsende darf nicht im Wasser liegen.

Maschinenparameter Wasseranschlusswerte

Anschluss / 
Leistung

1-phasig:
220-240 VAC / 50-60 Hz
5800-7100 W / 32 A

3-phasig:
380-415 VAC / 50-60 Hz
5800-7100 W / 3 x 16 A

Wasseranschluss 3/8“

Dynamischer
Wasserdruck

2-4 bar

Wasserboilerdruck 11.7 bar

Dampfboilerdruck 2.6 bar

Dimensionen (B/T/H) 600 x 600 x 646 mm Chlor Kein

Höhe Auslauf 85-172 mm (manuell)
96-192 mm (autom.)

TDS 70-200 ppm

Gewicht 80 kg Gesamthärte 5-8 °dH

pH 6.8-7.4

Alkalinität <100 ppm

Eisen <0.25 ppm
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BW4 milk tube connection

BW4 drainage

Technical data
Configurations5 

Water connection specifications

Water connection 3/8“

Water pressure 2–4 bar / 30–60 psi

Chlorine None

TDS 70–200 ppm

Total hardness 5-8° dH (8-14 °fH)

pH 6.8 to 7.4

Alkalinity Less than 100 ppm

Iron Less than 0.25 ppm

Refrigerator milk tube 

• For BW4 CTM configuration with external refrigerator
• The milk tube to the external refrigerator has a maximum length of 1200 mm 
• The refrigerator must be placed correspondingly close to the coffee machine 
• Milk tube diameter: Ø 8.5/4 mm

Drain

• The distance between the machine and the drain should be no more than 1 meter
• The drain line (tube) must not sag 
• There must be no counter pressure in the water drain line 
• The end of the line must not be submerged in water 

70  mm diameter hole for water/milk inlet and water 
drain. Can also be used for power cord.

A water filter must be used.



modular
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6 Module system 2.0

The modular design of Thermoplan coffee machines is 
undergoing continual development. All basic functions 
on the fourth generation coffee machines are 
combined into just two modules – mechanical and 
hydraulic. All PM (preventive maintenance) parts are 
positioned directly on these two modules. This means 
that the chassis remains untouched when carrying out 
maintenance and servicing tasks and machine 
downtime is reduced to an absolute minimum.

With the Black&White4, innovative solutions and new 
features have been launched in relation to the module 
system. Both the hydraulic and the mechanical module 
are fitted with a chip (electronic identification). In 
combination with the ThermoplanConnect telemetry 
system, each module can be tracked and managed 
with the newly developed ID system. 

Mechanical module

Consistent further developments of the mechanical 
module lead to increased coffee quality. The brewing 
chamber has been upgraded with a diameter of 
50 mm (BW3: Ø 43 mm). Due to the larger extraction 
area, the volume of the brew chamber has increased, 
enabling larger coffee doses in the brewing process. 

Thanks to the larger extraction area, the puck thickness 
is reduced accordingly. This means that very fine 
coffee grounds can be obtained. Coffee products are 
of a comparable quality to machines that use 
portafilters. 

The newly developed and patented Intelligent-Shot-
Quality system (ISQ) guarantees constant extraction 
times by optimally adjusting the coarseness setting 
and the puck thickness. High-quality coffee is 
guaranteed thanks to a heated mobile piston and the 
newly developed, pre-heated stainless steel brewing 
chamber. 



T(s)extraction

20 sek Ziel Extraktionszeit

10’000 20’000 30’000 40’000 50’000

Extraktionszeit ohne ISQ

Bohnenalterung Mahlscheibenalterung
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At a glance
• Brewing chamber Ø 50 mm
• Brewing chamber powder 9 – 20 g
• Large coffee products and triple shots in a single brewing process 
• Grinding discs made of durable ceramic
• Coffee products at portafilter quality
• Automatic grinder adjustment 
• ISQ (Intelligent Shot Quality)
• Maximum extraction of coffee flavors
• Optimally adjusted brewing temperature with heated mobile piston

ISQ (Intelligent Shot Quality technology)

Our newly developed ISQ technology is one of a kind and guarantees consistent quality in your coffee cup 
despite changes in your machine (e.g. decreasing bean quality due to age, or wear and tear of the grinding 
discs). Sensors constantly measure parameters such as puck thickness and serving speed, comparing them  
to a previously specified reference product. On average, these measurements are taken for 5 products. The 
machine settings are automatically adjusted in order to obtain the values of the reference product. 

Added value with ISQ technology
• Consistent extraction times
• Remote recipe updates possible
• Adjusts to different coffee types
• Automatic grinder adjustment
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BW4 module system

Hydraulic module

Thanks to a dual boiler system, the hydraulic module 
opens up new possibilities in coffee, tea and milk 
preparation. The two independent boilers for coffee/
hot water and milk ensure, among other things, 
greater flexibility in terms of beverage temperatures. 
The temperature can be adjusted from 80 to 99 °C for 

coffee beverages, 60 to 99 °C for tea and cold to 70 °C 
for milk drinks. The dual boiler system also has the 
advantage of being able to heat a greater amount of 
hot water. 



modular resource
superior 

milk system service
superior 

coffee system telemetry

superior milk system 
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With almost four decades of know-how in milk and 
milk foam preparation, Thermoplan, the pioneer in 
terms of milk foam technology, now brings a new, 
superior milk system onto the market with the new 
Black&White4. Both cutting-edge technology and 
unique quality in beverage dispensing are guaranteed 
with the new superior milk system. 

The milk foam consistency and temperature can be 
defined individually according to needs and 
requirements. This means that it is possible to adjust 
the characteristics of the milk foam in terms of 
consistency for each milk product. A cappuccino with 
stable foam or a runny foam for a cappuccino with 
LatteArtist – everything is possible at the push of a 
button. 

Compared to the Black&White3, with its superior milk 
system the Black&White4 can make considerably 
hotter milk and milk foam. The Black&White4 has the 
option of setting the temperature according to 
requirements. 

As with the Black&White4 compact, the Black&White4 
is also fitted with a capacitive sensor which measures 
the milk supply. The «low» (warning) and «empty» 
(milk product disabling) level indicators prevent the 
machine from coming to an undesired standstill or any 
interruptions during product dispensing. The milk 
temperature is constantly measured by the sensor in 
the milk itself (not in the refrigerator environment). 
A constant milk temperature is one of the requirements 
for a constant foam quality. 

7 Milk foam technology 

BW4 outlet

Overview of the advantages 
• Unique milk foam system
• Individual adjustment of the milk foam consistency (from stable to runny milk foam)
• Milk and milk foam temperature can be defined by the user for each beverage 
• Hot milk/hot milk foam and cold milk/cold milk foam dispensing as standard
• Measurement of the milk temperature in the milk itself (not in the refrigerator environment) 
• Capacitive sensor with 2-stage milk supply measurement «low» and «empty» 
• Automatic disabling of milk product upon «empty» status prevents incomplete dispensing of product
• LatteArtist, available upon request
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The newly developed milk foam system enables cold and warm milk to be dispensed in the cup/glass in a 
practically endless range of consistencies and textures. 

Not only can the consistency, texture and temperature be adjusted as standard, but they can also be 
customized for each beverage. Compared with the previous model, the BW3, this unique system provides 
customer satisfaction at the highest level. 

Number of types of milk
The use of two different types of milk is an optional extra with the Black&White4. The size and fixtures (2 milk 
tubes) of the RL (Refrigerator Large) enable two different types of milk to be dispensed from a single machine. 
The texture, consistency and temperature of each type of milk can be customised. 

BW3 BW4c BW4

fluid solid

Added value new ISQ technology
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Software8 

The availability of language versions is not identical to machine availability (available machine models on 
Page 10).

Language versions

BW4 software

BW4 language versions

To make it even easier to use the machine, the 
Black&White4 software and operating instructions 

are available in various languages. The technical 
manual is available in German and English. 

Language Software Operating 
instructions

Technical 
manual

DE German  

 DE/EN/ES

ZH-CN Chinese simplified  

ZH-TW Chinese traditional (Taiwan, Hong Kong)  

DA Danish  

EN English  

ET Estonian  

FI Finnish  

FR French  

GR Greek  

IT Italian  

JA Japanese  

KO Korean  

LV Latvian  

LT Lithuanian  

NL Dutch  

NO Norwegian  

PL Polish  

PT Portuguese  

RU Russian  

SV Swedish  

ES Spanish  

TH Thai

CZ Czech  

TR Turkish  

HU Hungarian  
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User groups
Software8 

The Black&White4 has four different user groups with 
different degrees of authorization. The groups, also 
referred to as levels, are protected by corresponding 
access codes. The corresponding levels are selected 

depending on the area in which the machine is to be 
used. Each higher level includes all of the permissions 
of the lower levels and additional functions reserved 
for this level. 

User group Permissions Comments Access code

Self-service
Level 1

• Product dispensing
• Perform cleaning

The user menu is disabled

Barista
Level 2

• Product dispensing/cancellation
• Perform cleaning/rinsing
• Display product statistics
• Restock coffee beans/milk

If the barista is not set as a 
standard user, the user menu 
can be accessed as a barista 
through an access code. 

222222

Manager
Level 3

• Product dispensing/cancellation
• Perform cleaning/rinsing
• Machine settings, e.g., time, date, 

language
• Define standard user
• Display product list
• Perform product modifications
• Modify product prices
• Display product statistics 
• Restock coffee beans/milk

If the manager is not set as a 
standard user, the user menu 
can be accessed as a manager 
through an access code. 

Inquire with 
technician. 

Technician 
Level 4

The technician has all permissions. Inquire with 
manufacturer.

BW4 user groups
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User groups

Self-service

This level has the most restricted access and is aimed 
exclusively at serving beverages. For example, should 
coffee beans or milk need to be replenished, a 
message will appear on the display requesting 
assistance from service staff. 

In self-service mode, a graphic shows the user that the 
product is still being dispensed and is not yet ready to 
be removed from the machine. 

Daily system cleaning can be initiated directly from 
the screen by service staff at the self-service level. It is 
not necessary to change to a higher level, and cleaning 
can now be performed by service staff more quickly 
and easily. 

8 Software

Barista

The barista level is equipped with a queue indicator, also referred to as the product selection function. Several 
products can be selected by the barista and a queue system indicator will appear. An individual product is 
activated manually before dispensing and is served immediately. Incorrectly selected products can be stopped in 
the queue and deleted. The entire queue can also be deleted. The barista level displays a user menu that contains 
information on product statistics, cleaning status, service status, contact details of the service partner, etc. In this 
level, the Black&White4 also displays the remaining time until the next cleaning cycle has to be started.

BW4 self-service

BW4 queue indicator
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User groups
Software8 

Manager

Manager level provides authorization to modify 
products. The coffee flavor and amount dispensed can 
be modified within a limited range. Time- and 
language-related settings and display customization 
for product orders or the number of views are available 
on this level. 

Technician

The technician can secure, transfer and reset data via 
the USB interface. This means that pre-programmed 
settings, such as coffee parameters, milk parameters, 
prices, etc., can be transferred to a new machine 
quickly, simply and efficiently. 

Both coffee parameter and product list modifications, 
as well as the addition of new products, can be carried 
out from the technician level. The different display 
views in the user levels are defined in the technician 
level. 

If the machine malfunctions in any way, the service 
technician can analyze the error log file either directly 
on the machine or transfer it to a USB drive via the 
USB interface. 

A detailed analysis of the failure modes can prevent 
possible future malfunctions.

BW4 manager

BW4 technician
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Depending on the scope of application of the coffee machine, the beverages to be displayed can be positioned 
and placed in the order of your choice. In the barista and self-service user groups, it is possible to choose from 
6 different dimensions. The number of views, and thus the number of drinks, is unlimited. 

User group* Dimension Number of products/
view

Number of views

Self-service/barista

3×3 9

endless

3×4 12

3×5 15

2×6 12

3×6 18

4×6 24

*  The number of products and views is unlimited at both the self-service level and the barista level. The dimensions 
shown are for standard programming.

Product order
Software8 

BW4 product order

Product groups

Due to the multitude of drink combinations that the Black&White4 can dispense (over 140 product variations are 
possible in the CTM PF coffee-tea-milk-powder-flavor machine configuration), it is possible to simplify the 
product view with the «product groups» function. Now it is possible to group products, of both same and 
different kinds, into a list if you wish. 

Furthermore, the function also makes it possible to create wizards. A wizard leads the coffee machine user step 
by step to the requested coffee beverage. The advantage of this is that the beverage is defined in just a few clicks 
and fewer product buttons are needed on the screen. This way, all combination variations are maintained and 
user-friendly operation in terms of transparency is guaranteed.BW4 product groups
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Backup menu style file

Customized display
Software8 

The 10” user interface can be customized quickly and easily according to requirements. Screen savers, logos, 
pictures of beverages, beverage names and backgrounds can be changed to create a customized display. Data is 
transferred directly to the coffee machine via the USB interface quickly, easily and intuitively. 

Several specifications need to be taken into account in order to use pictures of your own beverages on the user 
interface. Adjustments can be made quickly if the supported graphics formats, picture sizes, USB stick requirements 
and the correct procedure are taken into account. Further information is available under the «Changing BW4 
product pictures» technical guideline. 

There are also specifications that need to be taken into consideration for the installation of a new screen saver. 
Detailed instructions on requirements regarding image materials, USB sticks and further installation information 
can be found in the technical manual. 

Normal display Display with pictures of beverages and other 
background

Screen settings menu screen saver

Normal display with a different logo Display with a different logo and background
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Software8 Additional functions

«During»

This function allows combined 
coffee and milk products to be 
dispensed quickly and is available 
for the Milk Coffee and Cappuccino 
categories.

Multiple
brewing cycles

For quality reasons, large coffee 
products are made in several 
brewing cycles. With the new func-
tion, one to four brewing cycles 
can be selected. For coffee and 
milk-based products, the milk and/
or milk foam will be dispensed 
only once at the end during the 
last brewing cycle. 

Payment system  
connection

 As an optional solution, the coffee 
machine can be connected to a 
payment system. The interface is 
compatible with coin testing 
equipment, a prepayment meter, 
credit card payment, automatic 
beverage registration and similar 
systems.



telemetry
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ThermoplanConnect9 Telemetry–System

ThermoplanConnect is the company’s own telemetry system. Each and every Thermoplan coffee machine is 
telemetry-enabled and can be connected to ThermoplanConnect. ThermoplanConnect enables a detailed 
performance overview of Thermoplan coffee machines in real time. Data can be recorded, analyzed and flexibly 
processed using both one-way (BW3/BW4c) and two-way communication (BW4). These data are processed in 
the Thermoplan Cloud and made available for further use in the web application or as aggregated data. 
Information is sent to the cloud by so-called machine events. A total of four possible types of information are 
sent to the cloud via the machine: Events, product information, machine information and counter readings.

Expectations regarding up-to-date and rapidly available data are successfully met by ThermoplanConnect, 
which is extremely user-friendly. 

• Easy data access at all times, wherever you are 
• Fact-based machine management
• Effective first-level support
• Improved supply chain
• Optimized resource planning

Added value for partners
• New business models
• More efficient machine maintenance
• Effective machine support
• Forward-looking service planning

Added value for the end customer
• Increased machine lifespan
• Monitoring of marketing activities
• Rapid insight into sales figures
• Monitoring of cycles and processes
• Detection of operating errors

Available from fall 2019
• Aggregated data 
• Languages 
• Style update

Overview of the general advantages

Further information on the telemetry system and installation can be found in the ThermoplanConnect training 
document or the Black&White4 technical manual.
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System cleaning is initiated manually through the 
display and then runs automatically after just a few 
steps. The status of the cleaning process and the 
remaining cleaning time are shown on the display 
throughout the process. 

The cleaning cycle is further simplified by the use of 
two cleaning keys, red (coffee system) and blue (milk 
system). Please consult the instructions in the 
technical manual for the proper cleaning of the coffee 
machine exterior. 

The system cleaning runs on a time program so that 
the recommended times are adhered to. If only coffee 
products are served, cleaning is necessary within at 

most 50 hours. A warning for the imminent cleaning 
appears after 48 hours. If milk products are also 
dispensed, cleaning must take place within 24 hours 
of operating time to ensure maximum hygiene. In this 
case as well, a warning for the imminent cleaning 
appears 2 hours before. The machine automatically 
disables all product dispensing options when the 
maximum system cleaning time (24 or 48 hours) is 
reached. 

The automatic system cleaning process lasts 
17  minutes. This represents a ~40% improvement 
compared with the previous model (Black&White3). 
The rinse water from the system cleaning flows 
directly into the drain. 

A rinse cycle is automatically triggered five minutes after the last dispensing. The so-called cleaning rinse 
ensures  that the coffee and milk channels remain clean and hygienic. This rinse runs into the drain and lasts only 
about 5 seconds. Hygienic rinsing can be triggered several times a day. Compared to the BW3, the amount of 
water used in hygienic rinsing could be reduced by ~60%. 

Overview of the advantages
• Closed cleaning cycle tablet cleaning circuit
• Precise metering of the cleaning agent using a sophisticated tablet system
• Simplified through two cleaning keys for the coffee system and the milk system
• Duration of the automatic cleaning process reduced by ~40% compared to the BW3
• Water consumption in hygienic rinsing reduced by ~60% compared to the BW3

Cleaning procedure

Hygienic rinsing

Cleaning system10 

BW4 cleaning key

The surface of the touch display is made of glass and can be cleaned quickly and easily using a damp cloth. An 
additional function, which deactivates the display for 15 seconds, prevents the accidental dispensing of products 
during cleaning. 

Cleaning the display

BW4 display cleaning
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Cleaning tablets
Cleaning system10 

Daily cleaning of the Black&White4 involves using two different keys for 
cleaning the coffee system and the milk system, respectively. The cleaning 
key for the coffee system requires one cleaning tablet and the one for the 
milk system requires two. Cleaning tablets are available in the 
corresponding packaging units. 

• Thermo Coffee Tabs: Tub containing 31 tabs for a 1-month supply 
Box containing 12 tubs for a 1-year supply

• Thermo Milk Tabs: Tub containing 62 tabs for a 1-month supply 
Box containing 12 tubs for a 1-year supply

The cleaning tablets are manufactured to the highest standards and the 
washable substances contained within comply with laws on the 
environmental compatibility of detergents and cleaners. Thermoplan 
cleaning tablets are biodegradable. 

Coffee-cleaning tablets Milk-cleaning tablets
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Benefits
• One access and only one login to all Thermoplan services/applications 
• Ensures easy, fast and intuitive use 
• Access worldwide, 24/7
• Mobile optimized: Access via smart phone, tablet, PC/Laptop (responsive design)
• myFavorites: Create your own folder with documents
• Advanced document search function
• Feedback form (myFeedback)
• Academy: everything about technical training, skills tests & certification
• Multi language: Navigation and content

myThermoplan is the new service portal for 
Thermoplan partners. Services which have been 
available up until now like TP Online, the online store 
, ThermoplanConnect, marketing data, etc. will be 
quicker and easier to use as of summer 2019 thanks 
to a single login via myThermoplan. 

The aim of myThermoplan is to act as a central 
knowledge pool and platform for Thermoplan 
partners. This quick, easy and intuitive service 
guarantees excellent service quality at any time of 
day, wherever you are. 

myThermoplan – the new service portal
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Thermoplan Coffee Tabs

Prod. no. Description

128.540 Tub containing 31 Thermo Coffee Tabs (Schulz)

128.541 Box containing 12 tubs of Thermo Coffee Tabs (Schulz)

128.543 Tub containing 31 Thermo Coffee Tabs (Urnex)

128.544 Box containing 12 tubs of Thermo Coffee Tabs (Urnex)

Thermoplan Milk Tabs

Prod. no. Description

120.528 Tub containing 62 Thermo Milk Tabs (Schulz)

120.900 Box containing 12 tubs of Thermo Milk Tabs (Schulz)

120.259 Tub containing 62 Thermo Milk Tabs (Urnex)

120.593 Box containing 12 tubs of Thermo Milk Tabs (Urnex)

Milk container

Prod. no. Description

129.264 RL milk container (without lid 9.0 l) 

12 Available accessories
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Notes
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